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ABSTRACT
We propose a new personalized document summarization
method, which observes a user’s reading behaviors, includ-
ing user facial expressions, gaze positions, and reading du-
rations, during his or her past reading activities to infer the
user’s personal reading preferences. Once a user’s personal
reading preferences are derived, our algorithm can then au-
tomatically generate document summarization in a person-
alized way. We compare the performance of our algorithm
with that of a few peer algorithms and software packages.
The result of our comparative study shows that our algorithm
can produce superior personalized document summaries than
those peer methods in that the automatic document summa-
rization generated by our algorithm can better satisfy a user’s
personal preferences.
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INTRODUCTION
To cope with today’s information explosion, automatic doc-
ument summarization has increasingly become important, as
heatedly pursued by many information science researchers.
However, despite many fruitful research advances in the area,
only very limited efforts have been dedicated to generating
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personalized summaries to suit for individual readers’ pref-
erences. Such a lack of research emphasis on personal doc-
ument summarization leads to one of the major differences
between human summaries and machine summaries gener-
ated by existing automatic algorithms. To address this prob-
lem, in this paper, we study how to generate personalized
document summaries that observe the preferences of indi-
vidual readers. To attain this goal, when generating a per-
sonalized document summary for a particular user, our al-
gorithm attempts to best accommodate both the user’s read-
ing preferences and the document author’s writing interests
by selecting a few key sentences from the input document
which can maximally include content words reflecting in-
tentions of both sides.

One of the most closely related work to our study here is
the automatic document summarization algorithm proposed
by Nenkova et al. [8]. In their approach, a few sentences
from the input document are selected to maximally cover the
high frequency content words in the input document. Differ-
ent from their approach, our method attempts to include key
words from the document that can best satisfy a reader’s per-
sonal reading interests and preferences, the latter of which
are acquired from the reader’s previous reading activities.
In this way, the document summaries produced by our al-
gorithm are customized for individual readers. The design
of our algorithm is also influenced by the multi-document
summarization algorithm proposed in [13] which maximizes
the inclusion of informative content words. Similarly, the
main difference between their algorithm and our method is
that besides considering word level statistics in the original
document when deciding whether to include a certain con-
tent word in a document’s summary, our method addition-
ally considers a reader’s personal reading interests and pref-
erences when making algorithmic decisions regarding docu-
ment content selection during our extractive document sum-
marization process.

As a specialized line of research, eye-tracking is recognized
as a promising approach for obtaining implicit user feed-
backs [3] to estimate the user’s personal reading interests, for
building personalized online recommendation systems, e.g.
[10], and generating personalized document summaries [11].
Both commercial eye-trackers such as electro-oculographic
(EOG) based systems [2] and web camera based commodity
approaches such as [6] are available for detecting user gaze
positions. Using web cameras, we can also simultaneously
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detect user facial expressions as another type of implicit user
feedbacks [12]. Witnessing such an advantage, in this paper,
we adopt a web camera based approach to capture user fa-
cial expressions and gaze positions to understand a user’s
personal reading interests for generating personalized docu-
ment summaries.

OBSERVING WORD LEVEL PERSONAL READING

INTERESTS OF A USER
For each content word wi, we introduce a user reading in-
terest property, φuk

(wi), to represent an arbitrary user uk’s
reading interest over the word wi. We rely on this property
to represent the user’s personal reading interests and prefer-
ences. Such a property will play a critical role in our per-
sonalized document summarization process, which will be
discussed later in this paper. To acquire the reading interests
of a user over individual words, in this work, we observe and
analyze a user’s facial expressions, gaze positions, and read-
ing time durations exhibited in the user’s previous reading
activities.

Detecting User Facial Expressions for Estimating

Reading Concentration
To detect user facial expressions during one’s reading or
browsing activities, we adopt a recent facial emotion ana-
lyzer software package, called “eMotion” [1]. The output of
eMotion is a series of probabilistic values that represent the
likelihood of a user displaying certain facial expressions. In
our approach, we use eMotion’s facial expression detection
output to estimate the reading concentration of a user, i.e.
the user’s reading attentiveness.

Let rc(uk, t) be the reading concentration of the user uk at
the moment t. For a specific user uk, a larger reading con-
centration value indicates more attentively the user reads a
webpage or a document, which further implies that the con-
tents of the reading materials more strongly attract the user.
As mentioned above, we measure a user’s reading concen-
tration at any moment according to the output from the facial
emotion analyzer. In our current algorithm implementation,
rc(uk, t) is estimated as follows:

rc(uk, t) = 1 − Fneutral, (1)

where Fneutral’s value range is [0, 1], representing the prob-
ability of having a neutral facial emotion at the moment t,
as detected by the human facial emotion capturing software
eMotion [1]. Here we assume if a piece of information ap-
pears interesting to a user, the user tends to display some
non-neutral expressions when encountering the information.

Detecting User Gaze Positions for Estimating Reading

Zone
As mentioned earlier, our approach uses a web camera as
the basic input device, which is coupled with computer vi-
sion techniques to track a user’s eye movement. We did
not choose commercial eye-trackers, mainly because of their
high cost. In our system, we detect a user’s gaze positions
using an off-the-shelf software package, called “Enable Via-
cam” [7].

Deriving Observed Word Level User Reading Interest
Once a user’s reading concentration over a document page
or a webpage is captured, we then uniformly assign the cap-
tured reading concentration samples to all the visible indi-
vidual words at that moment. In the following, we will no
longer differ a document from a webpage, as we apply the
same procedure to process user reading concentration data
obtained over both types of reading materials.

Let [t0, t1] be the duration captured of the user uk when he
or she reads an actively displayed reading zone Ω. We as-
sume there are n distinct content words, i.e. verbs, nouns,
adjectives, and adverbs, appearing in Ω, which are denoted
as w1, w2, · · · , wn respectively. Given these notations, the
amount of reading concentration samples assigned to the
word wi, denoted as φuk

(wi), is computed as a weighted
fraction of the integral of rc(uk, t) over the time period of
[t0, t1], where the weight is determined according to wi’s
occurrence times versus the total number of occurrences of
all the content words displayed in the period of [t0, t1].

ESTIMATING PERSONAL READING INTERESTS OF A

USER OVER NEW WORDS AND SENTENCES

Estimating Personal Reading Interests Over New Words
For an arbitrary word ws which is previously unseen by a
user uk, we first identify all the words that the user has read
in the past, with which the pairwise word semantic simi-
larities are above a certain threshold. Let Sim(wi, wj) be
the semantic similarity between a pair of words wi and wj ,
where Sim(wi, wj) ∈ [0, 1]. In our current algorithm im-
plementation, we calculate Sim(wi, wj) using the seman-
tic similarity estimation algorithm proposed in [5] due to its
relative ease of implementation and the method’s satisfying
performance. We empirically tune the minimum word sim-
ilarity threshold to be 0.1. Under such a threshold, assume
we find a total of n words which the user uk has read pre-
viously. Without loss of generality, we denote these words
as w1,uk

, · · · , wn,uk
respectively, and call them the sample

words. We then use the following equation to estimate user
uk’s personal reading interest over the word ws as follows:

φuk
(ws) =

∑n
j=1

(
Sim(ws, wj,uk

)φuk
(wj,uk

)
)

∑n
j=1 Sim(ws, wj,uk

)
. (2)

To understand the meanings of the above equation, basically,
the more similar a sample word wj,uk

is to the target word
ws, the more influential the sample word is when estimating
personal reading interests over the target word.

Estimating Personal Reading Interests Over a Sentence
We assume the more user interested content words appear
in a sentence, the more intriguing the sentence appears to
the user as the sentence either delivers more personally in-
terested information to the user or better satisfies the user’s
personal reading preferences. Closely related to our study
here is Nenkova et al. [8]’s work on combining frequen-
cies of individual words to derive a sentence’s importance
for document summarization. In their study, they exam-
ined three combination forms — multiplication, summation,
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and average. Under the three combination forms, the im-
portance of a sentence is determined respectively according
to the product, sum, and average of the frequencies of all
the content words in the sentence. Inspired by their work,
in this paper, we also assume the overall importance of a
sentence, i.e. the value to include the sentence in the docu-
ment’s summary, is a function of the properties of content
words in the sentence. Given a sentence S, we first se-
lect the sentence’s top five words which hold the highest
reading interest values for a given user uk. We denote the
user’s personal reading interest values over these five words
as φuk

(w1), φuk
(w2), · · · , φuk

(w5) respectively. And then,
we take the sum of the algebraic and arithmetic averages of
these five words’ personal reading interest values as the sen-
tence’s overall personal reading interest value for the user.
The reason why we adopt both types of averaging operators
when deriving a sentence’s overall reading interest is due to
the respective advantages demonstrated by the multiplica-
tion and summation methods for synthesizing a sentence’s
overall importance based on the importance of individual
words, as revealed by the prior study [8].

GENERATING PERSONALIZED DOCUMENT SUMMARY
Once a user’s personal reading interest value over each sen-
tence in a document is known, we can then generate a per-
sonalized summary of the document. In our document sum-
marization process, we first implement the algorithm pre-
sented in [4] to quantify the importance of individual sen-
tences in a document. We denote the importance of a sen-
tence S as estimated by their method as χ(S). For each sen-
tence S in the input document, we will then estimate user
uk’s personal reading interest over the sentence as φuk

(S)
according to the method presented in the previous section.
After we compute the respective χ(S) and φuk

(S) values
for all the sentences in the input document, we normalize
the two values respectively to ensure that the highest χ(S)
and φuk

(S) values for a sentence are always 1. Assuming
for a specific document summarization task, the specified
compression rate is c%. Under that circumstance, we will
select the top c% sentences, which carry the largest values
of χ + αφuk

in the document, to compose a personalized
summary for the document. Here, α is a user tunable param-
eter, whose default value is 1.

EVALUATION AND EXPERIMENT RESULTS
We collected five sets of articles for evaluating the perfor-
mance of our algorithm, including science/technology re-
search papers, and readings for entertainment or leisure. More
concretely, we randomly selected 60 articles from each of
the following sources to form an article set respectively: 1)
“ACM Digital Library”; 2) “Science” magazine website; 3)
“National Geographic”; 4) novel chapters in “Free Online
Novels”; 5) “New York Times”. We expect these article sets
cover a diverse range of topics appealing to readers of differ-
ent knowledge background, preferences, and reading behav-
iors. A few key statistics of the five article sets are reported
in Table 1.

For each article set, twelve people were invited in our eval-
uation study. Each of them was asked to read ten uniformly

Article Set I II III IV V Overall
Articles 60 60 60 60 60 300
in the set

Words per 6684 979 1111 3906 942 2724
article

Sentences per 304.1 37.6 51.6 236.8 53.2 136.7
article

Paragraphs per 52.8 9.1 21.1 69.4 11.3 32.8
article

Pages per 8.0 1.2 1.0 7.4 1.4 3.8
article

Sentences per 20.8 12.4 15.5 32.9 14.7 19.3
summary
Manual

compression 6.9% 33.0% 30.0% 13.9% 27.6% 22.3%
rate

Table 1. Key statistics of the five sets of articles used in our experi-
ment. Set “i” means the i-th article set (i = I, · · · , V ). The column
titled “Overall” reports the statistics over all the five article sets. “Man-
ual compression rate” is the average ratio between word lengths of user
manually produced document summaries and word lengths of the orig-
inal documents in an article set.

Figure 1. F-rates of automatic document summarization by our per-
sonalized document summarization algorithm and four peer methods
respectively over the five article sets separately and as a whole.

randomly selected articles from the article set. Therefore,
on average, each article in a set will be read by two peo-
ple. After reading each article, the participant was asked to
provide a summary for the article by selecting a subset of
the sentences in the article that best describe the contents of
the article. All the manually produced summaries composed
by a participant in this way were treated as the groundtruth
document summaries for the participant. During our eval-
uation experiment, we use the subject’s reading behaviors
captured during his or her readings over nine of the ten ar-
ticles to infer the person’s reading interests using our algo-
rithm introduced at this paper. A person’s reading behaviors
captured from these nine of the ten reading sessions were
used to generate a machine summary of the tenth article via
our algorithm. When generating automatic document sum-
maries, the objective compression rate is set the same as that
of the corresponding article’s groundtruth summary for the
corresponding participant. In our experiments, we measured
the quality of an article summary produced by our algorithm
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against the corresponding manually produced human sum-
mary result using the F-rate evaluation metric. The over-
all performance of our algorithm was measured as the av-
erage performance of our algorithm for all the articles read
and summarized by the twelve participants. In Figure 1, we
report the measured F-rates of our algorithm in performing
automatic document summarization over the five article sets
respectively as well as our algorithm’s overall performance
for document summarization over the entire five article sets
as a whole.

In our evaluation, we also compared the performance of our
algorithm with four other peer summarization methods, in-
cluding “NenKova06” [8]—a recent summarization algorithm
which outperforms many earlier summarization algorithms,
“Xu09” [11]—a recent personalized summarization algorithm
which captures personal reading interests through eye-tracking
for automatic document summarization, and two popular doc-
ument summarization software packages—“Microsoft Word
AutoSummarize” as provided in Microsoft Office Profes-
sional Edition 2003 and the MEAD summarizer system [9].
Figure 1 reports the averaged F-rate measurements for each
of the four peer methods for automatic document summa-
rization over the five article sets respectively as well as their
respective overall performance of automatic document sum-
marization over the entire five article sets as a whole. As
revealed by these comparative experiment results, our algo-
rithm consistently outperforms the other four peer methods
in all the document summarization tasks.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new algorithm for personalized
document summarization, which respects both the author’s
writing purpose and the readers’ reading interests during the
automatic document summarization process. In contrast to
traditional document summarization algorithms, our new al-
gorithm observes readers’ individual reading interests during
automatic document summarization process, an issue often
overlooked by existing automatic summarization algorithms.
Our algorithm has yielded very positive results in a series of
experiments, in comparison with several recently proposed
summarization algorithms and popular software packages.
These experiment results confirm the effectiveness and ad-
vantages of our newly proposed algorithm for personalized
automatic document summarization.
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